
DESCRIBE YOUR ACADEMIC OR CAREER GOALS FOR NURSE

Like many of us, choosing nursing as a career was brought on by past of my most important goals is to attain core
characteristics that define a successful nurse. My past academic performance, as well as my personal qualities,
provides the.

Use strong adjectives to describe your skills and what you want out of your nursing career. My goal is to make
it a point to stay current on education by taking courses, attending conferences, obtaining certifications, as
well as joining meaningful nursing organizations. Think of your ideal position and your best attributes as a
nurse when crafting your objective. Through my high school years, I began to realize that the same qualities
and actions in my personal life would prove me successful in the field of nursing. I want to be known as a hard
worker and someone the patients like. New to this country sixteen years ago, my mom depended on me to run
the house and take care of my sisters, while she worked two jobs to support my family. These are crucial
qualities that I hope to attain as a nurse and important goals to conform to throughout my years as a registered
nurse. Conclusively, choosing nursing as a career was a result of past experiences, which allowed me to obtain
essential qualities to what I believe ascertains a successful nurse. I stay positive no matter what that I know as
long as I strive for my goal it will happen. As a nurse, I will be able to use my profession anywhere in the
world. I know I can never love everyone on my own; I definitely will have to rely on Christ as an example and
a source of strength. One of my most important goals is to attain core characteristics that define a successful
nurse. Offering extensive educational background, internships to help those who need it most. Today, as a
newly Registered Nurse graduate, I have essential goals that I hope to undertake for as long as I am a nurse.
Bringing experience, care, and extensive knowledge to help improve the lives of patients. Bringing focus,
attention to detail, and a caring smile to patients of all ages and needs. Answering Questions About Career
Objectives When interviewing for a nursing position, you should have answers about your nursing career
goals that are more detailed than those listed on your resume. A core characteristic needed in the nursing field
is teamwork and just as vital is the remembrance that nurses are the liaison between the patients and the
doctors. Goal setting does not only apply to school, but also after you have obtained your nursing license and
degree. I want to keep God as my motivation for nursing-as an offering of myself to him. In this case, you
want to indicate the strengths you can offer as a new nurse and what you want to achieve at that particular
employer. Competency will make you confident that you know what you are doing. I take pride and honor in
working alongside great nurses as a Certified Nurse Assistant. Lifelong Learning Be committed to lifelong
learning. Fifth, I want to have good relationships with my colleagues. It is also a goal of mine to be a
competent nurse. I have set five goals for my nursing career. Tireless and caring professional seeks
opportunity at a clinic for geriatric medicine. By listening, I mean active listening. Other commitments to the
profession involve taking care of yourself personally and career advancement. She holds degrees in both
journalism and law. Write no more than two sentences. Taking on the task to help patients with ambulation,
change an incontinent patient, performing vitals sign checks, assisting with insulin shots, and assist with daily
living, give me a sense of pride in me having the opportunity in providing health care and inspire me to
become a Registered Nurse. If I get this scholarship not only it will lessen my financial hardship that I have to
pay for my nursing education. Here are some nurse resume objective examples you can use for inspiration.


